IS YOUR ‘PANDEMIC PAUSE’
A RECIPE FOR DISASTER?

Executive Summary

COVID-19 was the curveball nobody expected. Every industry in every country has felt its effects. This has been especially
true for telco. With services in higher demand than ever before, and retail shutdowns hampering the ability to serve
customers, telcos have had a challenging year.
As we enter the last quarter of 2020, many telcos are pressing pause and taking the next few months to plan and start
fresh in 2021. Seems prudent, doesn’t it? Expect it’s the biggest mistake they could possibly make.
Time and again, history has shown us that the companies that push forward and invest, even during challenging times,
are the ones that come out on top. Many industry juggernauts, seemingly untouchable, have been felled by simply
missing a key window of opportunity. Kodak, Nokia and Yahoo are great examples of companies that dragged their heels
at a critical moment that ultimately contributed to their demise.
In this guide, we will examine:
•

How telco budgets and projects have been affected by COVID-19.

•

Three historical examples of how “hitting pause” led large companies to disaster.

•

Our three-step action plan that will guide you to success.
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The Pandemic Pause
COVID-19 has affirmed that
telcos must accelerate
their digital transformation
projects – so why are telcos
pausing them?
New Pressures

Telcos have been hit hard by COVID-19. With many people
now working/staying at home, demand for telco services
has never been higher. In May 2020, Three UK revealed
they saw an 8% increase in call volumes and a 12%
increase in data usage, forcing them to focus exclusively
on maintaining the resilience of their network.
At the same time, the pandemic has made it harder to serve
customers. Many telcos have been slow to expand into
digital channels, so most of their business is still conducted
in brick and mortar stores. Retail shutdowns and gathering
limits have greatly impacted service levels and hampered
this valuable income stream.

Accelerating Digital Transformation
With future waves and lockdowns expected until a vaccine
is widely available, telcos are recognizing they need to
diversify their retail model as soon as possible.
Many telcos already understand the importance of
undergoing a digital transformation. Investing in a singlefront-end platform would let them implement key digital
channels so they can serve customers in new ways, such as
kiosks, e-commerce, self-service apps, and more.
Most carriers had already planned to address these key
digital projects within the next 5 years. In light of the
pandemic, however, carriers are looking to dramatically
accelerate these timelines, with many fast-tracking these
projects to begin in 2021.
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The Pandemic Pause

The Pause
To stay viable throughout this pandemic, and beyond, it’s essential that telcos accelerate their
digital projects so they can serve customers in new ways. And yet, at the exact time they should
be hitting the gas, many have slammed on the brakes instead.
As we approach the third quarter of 2020, many telcos have paused all forward momentum
due to declining revenues. Existing projects have been defunded, and discussions have been
put on ice.
Amid a lot of uncertainty, many carriers believe the best way forward is to reduce their operating
expenses and pause for the rest of the year so they can properly budget and prepare for 2021.
What seems prudent on the surface is actually a disastrous miscalculation; pausing to regroup
during a small window of opportunity is giving savvy competitors an opportunity to get ahead.
Time and again, history supports the notion that when an opportunity presents itself, it’s time to
invest and push forward.

Pausing to regroup during a small window of opportunity
is giving savvy competitors an opportunity to get ahead.
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3 Companies Who Missed Their Innovation Window
These 3 companies learned
the hard way that being late
to the game is the quickest
way to the bottom.
Kodak

For most of the 20th century, Kodak dominated the camera film market. With the arrival of digital
photography, it was just a matter of time before Kodak was relegated to the history books.
So, would it surprise you that a Kodak engineer actually invented the first digital camera a decade
before anyone else?
In 1975, Kodak engineer Steve Sasson presented the world’s first digital camera to Kodak’s
management team. Fearing it would cannibalize their film market, executives dismissed the idea,
telling Sasson, “that’s cute, don’t tell anyone about it”.
For the next 10 years, Kodak did nothing with the digital technology, until their competitors
produced a digital camera of their own, of course. From that point on, Kodak played catch up,
eventually declaring bankruptcy in 2012.
Kodak missed an incredible opportunity to lead the digital revolution. Instead, their delay in
investing in digital technology let their competitors get ahead, which lead to their eventual downfall.
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3 Companies Who Missed Their Innovation Window

Nokia

Remember Nokia? In the late 1990’s and early 2000’s,
they dominated the global smartphone market. By 2007,
they were earning 50% of the profits in mobile phone
industry. But today, Nokia’s success is all but a memory.
So, what went wrong?
Surprisingly, Nokia did a lot of things right. They
developed technologically-sound products and spent
a lot of money on research and development. Their
marketing was good too, and effectively portrayed
devices as must-have fashion accessories.
But one key area was overlooked – their software
and user experience. When the first iPhone entered
the scene, the sleek Apple interface made Nokia’s
experience look cumbersome by comparison. Instead
of recognizing how consumers responded to this
simplified design, Nokia doubled down on the strength
of their hardware. As we know now, this was the wrong
bet.
Nokia’s downfall was caused by relying too much on
their past success, being reluctant to innovate and
failing to understand what shoppers really wanted.
Their false confidence left them vulnerable, and they
quickly fell behind their more disruptive competitors.

Yahoo

Yahoo was one of the pioneers of the early internet era.
Worth $125 billion at its height, it sold for less than 4% of
that amount in 2016.
Despite attracting a billion visitors each month, Yahoo
failed to recognize a new trend – their users’ preference for
searching on mobile phones. While Facebook and Google
easily transitioned to mobile advertising, Yahoo’s existing
products didn’t work on mobile, so they struggled while
their competitors pulled ahead.
Yahoo also suffered from an identity crisis. Were they a
media company, a tech company, or an investment firm?
Yahoo tried to be everything to everyone, rather than
choose one core business area and concentrate on it. This
split focus prevented them from recognizing this important
behavioural shift, and they quickly lost their upper hand.
Yahoo failed to capitalize on their early success by not
understanding emerging trends and getting distracted from
their core mission.
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3 Companies Who Missed Their Innovation Window

Learning From Others’ Mistakes

While their circumstances were unique, Kodak, Nokia and Yahoo made the same 3 common mistakes:
•

Expectations: They didn’t understand their customers’ expectations and preferences.

•

Opportunity: They failed to recognize new opportunities.

•

Urgency: They failed to grasp the urgency of their situation; when they did respond, it was too late.

These lessons also apply to telcos’ current situation:
•

Expectations: Even before the pandemic, customers were demanding a flexible shopping experience
that would allow them to shop using mix of digital and physical channels. COVID-19 has just
accelerated the change in customers’ shopping preferences. It’s imperative that telcos find new ways
to serve customers beyond the traditional retail store, and ensure this experience is simple, flexible
and customer centric.

•

Opportunity: By diversifying their retail models and accelerating their digital transformation
projects, telcos will create a market-leading customer experience that will draw customers away from
their competitors, elevate their market position and increase profitability.

•

Urgency: Digital transformation projects take time. Waiting to start this process until 2021 gives a
head start to savvy competitors who recognize this opportunity and will capitalize on a fast rollout.
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Pushing Through To Success
Now’s the time to be
bold. Here’s a plan to
get you started.

1. Select The Right Projects
Reflection

Action

• Which pain points were revealed during the
pandemic?

• List all pain points and gaps and rate them based on the
impact to your business.

• Were any gaps in your systems or processes revealed?

• Identify how gaps in your commerce systems are
affecting your customer journeys.

• Have your customer journeys changed?
• Which improvements would separate you from your
competition?

• Prioritize your projects based on the competitive
landscape.

2. Choose The Right Vendor
Reflection

Action

• Do you have existing relationships with vendors who
could help you with this new project?

• Review your current vendors – can they support your
new needs? If not, consider other options.

• Do they have the solutions and expertise to solve
your pain points?

• Research vendors who offer omnichannel platforms.

• Do they offer a seamless omnichannel platform that
can satisfy your customer journeys?

• Rate vendors based on the strength of their solutions and
industry experience.
• Select the best vendor who can get started right away.

• Do they understand your current needs and how the
telco industry is evolving?
• Can they start right now?
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How Maplewave Can Help

3. Finance For Success
Reflection

Action

• How will you finance this project? Is Opex or Capex
better for your business?

• Get decision makers to approve key projects before 2021.

• Have you identified ways to reduce your operating
expenses?

• Review your channel strategy to identify potential cost
savings (store closures, staff re-allocations, etc.).
• Negotiate project terms to prioritize Opex vs Capex.

• Are you willing to endure some short-term pain for
long-term gain?
• What are the risks if you don’t proceed?

Don’t wait to get started. Every day you delay just gives your competitors more opportunities to get ahead.
By investing now, even when your financial position isn’t as strong, you will come out of lean times even sooner.

“The secret of getting ahead is getting started.”
- Mark Twain
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How Maplewave Can Help
Maplewave’s platform
and consulting services
can help telcos thrive
now and in the future.
If you’re ready to start your digital transformation, Maplewave is here to help. We have the expertise and
solutions you need to quickly transition to a single-front-end platform.
Every telco’s pain points are different, which is why “one-size-fits-all” solutions miss the mark. Our
highly configurable platform and consulting services work together to create a personalized solution that
can be deployed quickly for immediate results.

Our Platform

Disconnected systems harm your experience and performance. Our platform unites every channel,
touchpoint, and third-party system into a single interface that enables a customer-directed omnichannel
experience. Our range of physical and digital solutions work together to transform your operations.
•

Point of Sale: Finalize complex transactions quickly and easily without swiveling to different
systems or re-entering information.

•

Paperless Transactions: Digitally manage your contract signing, document storage/retrieval, and
Walk Out Working processes – saving up to 85% of your paper costs.

•

Greeting & Queuing: Digitally queues customers to eliminate lineups and bottlenecks while
providing a personal experience.

•

Sales Assist: Build orders from anywhere on the sales floor, giving customers a personal, line-free
experience.

•

Self-Service App: Let customers manage their services without an in-store visit – from any
location, at any time.

•

Kiosks, Vending & Lockers: Let customers process transactions on their own, freeing staff to focus
on higher-value activities.

•

Inventory Management: Synchronize inventory replenishment and visibility across all channels,
guaranteeing customers always leave with product in-hand.

•

Warehouse Management System: Manage warehouse environments from receiving through
reverse logistics, giving complete visibility throughout the full product lifecycle.

•

Electronic Distribution System: Manage route optimization and distribution to dealer and thirdparty channels for unmatched transparency and compliance.

•

BI & Reporting: View real-time activity across all channels and regions in one place, making it easy
to analyze performance, opportunities, and risks.
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How Maplewave Can Help

Consulting Services

The right solutions are important, but execution is everything. Our telco consultants use their global
experience to identify quick wins and develop long-term strategies. From channel strategy to complete
retail assessments, we can help you overcome any pain point and prepare for what comes next.
•

Strategy & Planning: We can determine which channels make sense for your market and create a
channel strategy that drives maximum ROI from each.

•

Purchasing Experience: We can help craft a memorable, efficient customer experience through
careful design and planning. We can help optimize your store design, retail marketing, store
operations, and customer experience.

•

Operations: We can ensure your operations and staff are running at peak performance,
guaranteeing maximum profitability. We can elevate your staffing, training and communications,
dealer and employee commissions, compliance and risk, supply chain and logistics, and IT
architecture.

•

Solution Optimization: We can help ensure your systems support your customer journeys and
enable seamless experiences across every channel. We can help you drive the maximum ROI from
your platform implementation, as well as provide managed services for ongoing support.

Why Maplewave
Maplewave offers an experience you just can’t get with other providers:
•

Thought Leadership: With clients in 30+ countries, we use our global expertise to help our clients
overcome any challenge.

•

Partnership Approach: We strive to be a true partner and work collaboratively to find the best
solution for our clients.

•

Flexible Solutions: We develop made-for-telco solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate
any situation or need.

•

Transact Anywhere Experience: We enable end-to-end transactions in all channels - from the
warehouse to the customer – and beyond.
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About Maplewave
Maplewave is the premier provider of digital solutions and consulting services for the
telecommunications industry.
Our goal is to facilitate end-to-end telco transactions in every channel, an approach we call Transact
Anywhere. Our solutions connect all channels for a seamless experience - from the warehouse, to the
customer, and beyond.
Over the past 30 years, we have transformed our clients into market leaders by providing unparalleled
insights into every aspect of their retail operations.
We help our clients execute their channel strategy and deliver an enhanced customer experience
through our telco-focused platform and global expertise.
Maplewave has global offices in Canada, South Africa, and the UK.
www.maplewave.com
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